
Cloud Connectors

ELFIQ NETWORKS CLOUD 
CONNECTORS
Cloud Connector is now available in a virtual edition for 

organizations wishing to build up Business Continuity. 

With the Cloud Connector, it is possible to move towards 

a Cloud-Ready Network or leverage the robustness and 

flexibility of a Hybrid WAN infrastructure. The Cloud 

Connector is designed to aggregate and optimize links 

from multiple providers and technologies, dynamically 

and without requiring any changes to either firewall 

or configuration, or IP addresses migration. With 

SitePathMTPX technology, organizations can load 

balance VoIP/VPN traffic over multiple links, providing 

branch offices with a fast and uninterrupted access to 

those mission-critical applications.

TOP BENEFITS
1. Use the Cloud as yout VPN hub
2. Achieve business continuity through 

innovative link balancing
3. Set the stage for Hybrid WAN 

connectivity

VPN HUB
When the Cloud Connector is deployed as a VPN hub, the 

intent is to centralize all the VPN traffic between remote 

sites and provide simplified routing in a virtual hub 

location. This simplifies the configuration at each remote 

site and decreases the total number of configured VPN 

tunnels.



PRIVATE CLOUD GATEWAY TO 
HOSTED APPLICATIONS
In addition to being used as the VPN hub, the Cloud 

Connector can also be a gateway device to guarantee 

uninterrupted Cloud access. The Cloud Connector can 

offer unparalleled business continuity for organizations 

hosting critical applications in the Cloud. More intelligence 

can be added to the configuration to provide additional 

quality of service and other value-added network services.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY SITE FOR 
HOSTED WEB SERVICES
When deployed with the optional geographic balancing 

license, the Cloud Connector can participate in a 

geographic balancing approach to offer the ultimate 

backup solution to onsite hosted services. The Cloud 

Connector, when paired with Link Balancers, can detect 

link outages and balance traffic to the best link at all 

times across multiple sites, it can also detect failed 

servers and failover traffic proactively in case of scheduled 

maintenance.

Founded in 2009, Martello Technologies is headquartered in Ottawa, Canada with staff in Canada, the United States 
and France. In January of 2018, Martello merged with SD-WAN player Elfiq Networks to offer a solution that pairs 
performance management software with SD-WAN technology to provide stellar UC performance. Martello’s solutions 
deliver confidence in the performance of real-time services on cloud and enterprise networks and is a proven provider of 
performance management software for Mitel customers. 
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